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ABSTRACT
Affective analysis of textual data is instrumental in understanding
human communication in the modern era of social media. A number of resources have been proposed in attempts to characterize
the emotions tied to words in a text. In this work, we show that
we can obtain a database that goes beyond the common binary
scores for emotion classification provided by past work. Instead, we
harness the power of Big Data by using neural vector space models
trained with large-scale supervision from co-occurrence patterns.
We modify the vector space to better account for emotional associations, which then enables us to induce AffectVec, a new emotion
database providing graded emotion intensity scores for English
language words with regard to a fine-grained inventory of over 200
different emotion categories. Our experiments show that AffectVec
outperforms existing emotion lexicons by substantial margins in
intrinsic evaluations as well as for affective text classification.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Language resources; Lexical
semantics; Machine learning.
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vector representations of words do not appear to directly store information about emotional aspects of words.
In this work, we show that they nevertheless capture valuable
emotional signals implicitly. We present a simple and elegant method
to adapt the vector space and then extract emotional ties of words
from it, revealing, for instance, what sparks joy as opposed to what
is associated with fear or sadness. Based on this, we are able to induce a new database called AffectVec, which provides interpretable
vectors that highlight such differences. In AffectVec, every word
is mapped to a vector, in which a given dimension quantifies the
degree of association of that word with a specific emotion.
Overall, this paper makes three main contributions. First, we
show that previous emotion lexicons do not correlate well with
human judgments of emotion–word associations. Second, we show
that we can easily obtain a better emotion database by drawing
on large-scale word vector representation learning coupled with
affect-specific processing. Our AffectVec resource covers over 200
emotions and a substantially larger English vocabulary compared to
existing human-annotated databases. Finally, we carry out a series
of experiments evaluating AffectVec in multiple regards, including
showing how it can outperform previous emotion databases in
unsupervised text-level emotion classification.

emotion lexicon, affective computing, language resources
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1

INTRODUCTION

Given the well-established role of emotion in human behavior and
cognition, affective analysis methods hold promise as tools to assess
different forms of data and shed light on the underlying affective
associations. In the fast-growing field of emotion analysis for natural language, a number of emotion databases have been developed to reveal connections between words and emotions. These
resources associate words with broad emotional categories such as
joy or anger, based on emotion schemes such as those put forth by
Plutchik [28] (discussed in further detail in Section 2.1).
In recent years, there has been substantial progress on vector
space models drawing on large-scale supervision from distributional co-occurrence patterns [18, 26]. In their raw form, such dense
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2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Emotion Models
The study of emotion has a long history in psychology and evolutionary theory. Plutchik [28] presented a model that classifies
human emotions based on a hierarchy. This model, also known as
Plutchik’s wheel of emotions, theorizes that anger, fear, sadness, disgust, surprise, anticipation, trust, and joy are the eight basic human
emotions, while other emotions arise from changes in the intensity
or by combination of the eight basic emotions. Ekman [10] introduced his model with a focus on facial expressions, later dubbed
micro-expressions, presenting findings in support of the hypothesis
that the facial expressions for the basic emotions anger, fear, sadness,
disgust, surprise, and joy are universal. Thus, he based his model
on these six primary emotions. Russell and Mehrabian [29] proposed the PAD model, which describes each emotion with values
along three dimensions, pleasure, arousal, and dominance. This representation, now more commonly known as the VAD model (where
V stands for valence), is used in a considerable number of works
on emotion analysis in different languages. The idea of mapping
emotions along the four axes of pleasantness, sensitivity, aptitude,
and attention, visualized in an hourglass-shaped diagram, was proposed by Cambria et al. [7]. Finally, biologically inspired models
define emotions with respect to reactions in systems within the
human body, for example the role of the production of monoamine
neurotransmitters [17] or the rate of neurons firing [34].
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Our work, in contrast, considers a large set of over 200 emotion
labels. Our data thus directly enables very fine-grained distinctions.

2.2

Emotion Lexicons

In the last decade, affective computing, a term introduced by Picard
[27], has come to encompass a vast area of research; from analyzing
and improving computational models of human emotion, creating
emotional agents, to emotion analysis on different modalities of
human communication.
Crowd-sourcing approaches have been used to compile databases
to study the connection between words and emotions. Mohammad
and Turney [23] labelled around 15,000 words with 8 basic emotions and two sentiments, providing binary tags for each word.
Later work by Mohammad [22] developed a list of around 6,000
entries scored in the range of 0 to 1 for 4 emotions, reflecting the degree of emotion association. DepecheMood [32] and the improved
DepecheMood++ [4] are based on simple statistical methods to
create an emotion lexicon from emotionally tagged text crawled
from specific Web sites. Their method starts from a crowd-based
document labeling and then multiplies this data with a document–
word cooccurrence matrix to acquire word-level emotion scores.
WordNet-Affect [33] derives from the WordNet lexical database [12]
but focuses on affective labels and their relationships. We compare
against many of the aforementioned resources in our experimental
evaluation.
Apart from these, there are a number of resources that provide
valence, arousal, and sometimes dominance scores [21].

2.3

Vector Representations

Whilst the traditional Bag-of-Words model relies on a term–document
matrix to model a corpus in terms of weighted term frequencies, in
recent years, embedding models such as word2vec [18] and GloVe
[26] have been used extensively to learn dense vector representations of words. The latter are mostly based on the distributional
properties of words, and have proven useful in numerous semantic
tasks. Unfortunately, the individual dimensions of such dense vectors do not bear any obvious inherent interpretation. Previous work
has investigated embeddings in which each dimension corresponds
to an emoji [31] or to a sentiment score in a specific domain [8, 9]. In
AffectVec, we induce interpretable vectors in which each dimension
captures the intensity of a specific emotional association.
Agrawal et al. [1] proposed pre-training an LSTM neural network
on the task of emotion classification to learn word embeddings that
better account for affective properties of words, but they do not aim
at inducing an interpretable affective database. Finally, Khosla et
al. [16] investigated incorporating valence, arousal, and dominance
ratings into pre-existing dense word embeddings.

3

INDUCING AFFECTVEC

In the following, we first define our goal in Section 3.1. We then
introduce our vector space modification technique in Section 3.2
and use it to induce AffectVec in Section 3.3. Finally, we also consider
unsupervised affective text classification in Section 3.4.
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3.1

Problem Definition

Our goal is to induce a new affective database that for a set of
words w ∈ V from some vocabulary V provides affective vectors
vw ∈ [0, 1] |Σ | for a set of affects Σ. Each such vector consists of a
series of scores µw,e ∈ [0, 1] for affects e ∈ Σ so as to quantify the
strength of association of the word with the corresponding affect.
For example, a word such as party is presumably more strongly
linked to the emotion joy than a random word such as screwdriver,
so the former connection should have a higher score than the latter.
Some existing resources such as EmoLex [23] provide only binary
labels purporting to reveal whether or not a word is associated with
an emotion. However, such decisions may be difficult to make in
light of the gradedness of emotional ties. For instance, in EmoLex,
alertness is marked as being associated with fear, which may hold
true to a certain degree, but this association with fear presumably
is weaker than those of the words poison or war. These difficulties
can be overcome by instead aiming to quantify the strength of an
association numerically using scores in [0, 1].
Note that these affective scores may be regarded as priors, independent of specific contexts. While in general, the extent to which
a word evokes a specific emotion depends on the particular context
of occurrence of that word, resources that provide emotion associations at a general, decontextualized level have proven sufficiently
useful to make this a worthwhile endeavour.

3.2

Sentiment-Aware Vector Space Modification

In order to obtain such an emotion database fully automatically,
we draw on signals that can be extracted from massive amounts of
textual data. Algorithms such as word2vec [18] and GloVe [26] are
widely used to obtain dense word vectors from raw text. Cosine
similarity scores between such vectors possess the property of
correlating well with human judgments of semantic relatedness.
Hence, we conjectured that they may also be able to reveal to what
extent a given word is related to a particular emotion.
However, it turns out that the cosine similarity between a word
and an emotion word in such vector spaces cannot be a particularly
reliable metric to evaluate this connection. For instance, the two
words sadness and happiness have a cosine similarity of 0.64 and
0.42 in the standard pretrained GloVe and Google word2vec models,
respectively. While this rather high degree of relatedness intuitively
makes sense, it would be wrong to conclude that the word sadness
has happiness as one of its primary emotions.
Thus, we propose to mitigate this issue by modifying the vector
space to better account for sentiment. Valence features prominently
in the VAD emotion model [29]. Intuitively, we associate some
emotions with positive and some emotions with negative sentiment.
An et al. [3] investigated this premise in different cultures and
provided a thorough analysis of the positivity and negativity of
emotions. We observed a similar trend and found that there is a
considerable correlation between the sentiment score of a word
and the intensity of the association with an emotion. The first row
in Table 4, discussed in more detail later in Section 4.3, shows a
positive correlation between sentiment polarity scores (as provided
by the SentiWordNet resource) and the intensity of emotions (as
derived from human ratings).
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Given these observations, we first obtain regular word vectors
vw ∈ V using any common word vector learning method, but then
adapt the original vector space to better reflect emotional ties. This
is achieved by minimizing the following objective to obtain new
′ ∈ V ′:
vectors vw
Õ

ℓ(V , V ′ ) =

′
max(0, ε − d(vu′ , vw
))

(u,w )∈O

+

Õ

′
)
d(vu′ , vw

(u,w )∈S

Õ

+

′
1 − d(vu′ , vw
)

(u,w )∈A

+

Õ

Õ

′
max(0, d(vu′ , vw
) − d(vu , vw ))

(1)

=
the null vector. Additionally, O is a set of word pairs with opposite
sentiment polarity (e.g., awesome and sadness), A is a set of antonym
word pairs with opposite meaning (e.g., hot and cold), and S is a
set of word pairs with near-synonymous meaning (e.g., party and
celebration). N (w) is a function that yields a set of related words
for w by retrieving nearest neighbours in the original vector space.
Finally, ε is a hyperparameter.
Minimizing this objective function amounts to altering the vector
space to better satisfy several sets of soft constraints. The first term
ensures that words with opposite sentiment polarity are pulled
apart in the new vector space, in terms of cosine distance. The
remaining terms follow the work of Faruqui et al. [11] and Mrksic
et al. [24], who proposed using synonymy and antonymy information to post-process word vectors. This can help us even further
because the sentiment polarity information can be rather sparse.
For example, we may pull apart happy and sad, but additional synonymy information can reveal that words such as glad and elated
should behave similarly to happy.
The final term moderates the alteration of the vector space by
ensuring that the modified vectors overall do not have radically
different distances compared to the original vectors. For this, we
define N (w) = {u ∈ V | d(u, w) ≤ β } and adopt β = 0.2 following
Mrksic et al. [24].

3.3

1−cos(v, v ′ ) is the cosine distance and 0 denotes

Interpretable Vector Induction

Based on the modified vector space with its sentiment-aware vec′ , we can then assess the connection between words and
tors vw
emotions more reliably. For this, we assume every particular emotion e ∈ Σ is associated with a corresponding emotion word w e .
For every word w ∈ V, we create an interpretable AffectVec
vector of the form
Σ
vw
= (µw,e1 . . . µw,en )Ë ∈ R |Σ | ,

3.4

Unsupervised Affective Text Classification

Another option is to use the AffectVec database for unsupervised
affective text classification. Most work on emotion classification is
supervised, i.e., it assumes that one has a large in-domain training
dataset that can be used to train a supervised learning model such
as a convolutional neural network. Often, however, such training
data is not available.
Using simple statistical techniques, we can instead make use of
a database such as AffectVec to predict affective labels for a text
without training data. To this end, we simply predict
Õ
ê = arg max
λw µw,e
(3)
e ∈ΣC

w ∈V u ∈N (w )

Here, d(v, v ′ )

feed such vectors into a deep neural network. We explore this in
Section 4.4.

(2)

′ , v ′ ).
cos(vw
w ei

where each µw,ei =
Each dimension i in this vector space is associated with a particΣ quantifies to
ular emotion ei ∈ Σ, and a corresponding entry in vw
what extent the word w is associated with the emotion word for ei ,
taking values in [0, 1].
These vectors can then be used in a variety of ways. For instance,
in order to obtain text-level emotion intensity predictions, one can
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w ∈T

as the emotion label for an input text T . Here, ΣC ⊆ Σ is a relevant subset of emotion labels that are considered in the respective
emotion classification task, λw are word-specific weights such as
TF-IDF scores, and µw,e is the AffectVec score for word w with
regard to emotion e. We thus compute a weighted sum of word
emotion scores to obtain text-level predictions and predict the emotion attaining the highest such score. Experimental results on this
approach are given in Section 4.5.

4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Vector Space Modification
For our sentiment-aware vector space modification, we first collect
the relevant constraints based on sentiment polarity information
as well as resources providing semantic relationships.
Input Word Vectors. We use the Paragram-SL999 vectors [35] as
our input vectors, as these were trained to have a high quality in
terms of word similarity ratings.
Sentiment Polarity Constraints. In order to create the set of
word pairs O in Eq. 1 to serve as soft constraints, we consider
words with opposite polarity in the NRC Valence, Arousal, Dominance Lexicon [21]. In our later experiments, we also compare
using SentiWordNet [6] and VADER [15] to obtain such constraints.
These resources all provide real-valued sentiment scores, but the
respective scales differ, so we first rescale them to the range [−1, 1].
Moreover, in the case of SentiWordNet, we take the average of all
word sense-specific scores that it provides for a given word. Subsequently, to identify pairs of words with opposite sentiment for
inclusion in O, we do not simply consider the midpoint 0, as two
words might both have scores with a very low magnitude. Rather,
we apply a threshold of 2ε on the difference between the sentiment
scores of each pair of words to eliminate a large number of neutral
words and ensure a sufficiently polarized set of opposites (recall
that ε is the hyperparameter from Eq. 1).
SentiWordNet, with 117,600 words and their respective sentiment
scores, provides the largest number of opposite pairs. However, as
we later find in the results in Table 4, VADER and the NRC Valence
dataset, despite having a much smaller number of constraints, give
rise to a higher-quality vector space.
Synonymy and Antonymy Information. We consult PPDB [25]
and WordNet [12] to compile sets of antonyms and synonyms
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Table 1: Spearman correlation with SimLex-999 and Mturk771 word pair ratings
Vectors
word2vec
GloVe
Paragram-SL999 [35]
Counterfitted vectors [24]
Our Approach

SimLex-999

Mturk-771

0.442
0.408
0.685
0.735
0.745

0.671
0.715
0.719
0.708
0.696

Table 2: Coverage of AffectVec
Metric
Number of emotions
Number of words
Number of word – emotion pairs

for each of these resources that can then be used as additional
constraints in S and A from Eq. 1.
Optimization. For optimization, we rely on stochastic gradient
descent. We set ε = 0.2, which empirically appeared to work well
in our comparison with human judgments. For a fair comparison,
this value was not adjusted any further for the downstream unsupervised text classification task.
Evaluating Semantic Similarity. Although the purpose of our
method ultimately is to capture the emotional ties of words, we first
assessed to what extent the resulting distortions of the vector space
might have altered the semantic similarity relationships. Two particularly prominent large resources used for word-level relatedness
evaluation are SimLex-999 [14] and Mturk-771 [13]. The former
measures semantic similarity, while the latter measures arbitrary
semantic relatedness. The results are given in Table 1. Our method
shows a better Spearman correlation with the similarity ratings
in SimLex-999 than alternative word vectors. On the Mturk-771
dataset, in contrast, the results are roughly on a par with other word
vectors. Hence, our method maintains a similar level of semantic
relatedness, while yielding improved semantic similarity ratings.

4.2

AffectVec covers by far more emotions than previous work, which
typically adopts a set of 4–7 emotions.

AffectVec Emotion Vectors

Subsequently, we use our method to produce vectors providing
affect intensities for a large set of fine-grained emotions, with much
finer-grained distinctions than considered in previous work. This
database can be used directly to find the emotional association
between words and a large number of emotions.
Fine-Grained Emotion Set. To obtain a comprehensive set Σ of
target affects, we take the union of sets of emotions drawn from
the resources WordNet-Affect [33], the HUMAINE model [5], and
WordNet [12]. WordNet-Affect and HUMAIN both present a hierarchy of emotional words, from general coarse-grained emotions to
more fine-grained ones at lower levels. However, there are several
entries for a single emotion, referring to the different contexts and
situations in which the emotion arises, e.g., positive-fear, negativefear. We merge such instances and keep only the main emotion
word. To identify emotion words within WordNet, a large lexical
database, we consider the hyponym tree of the word emotion, which
results in a set of candidate affect words. The union of the three
sets consists of 239 target affects.
Coverage. Statistics for the coverage of the resulting AffectVec
database are given in Table 2. Our resource has a significantly larger
vocabulary than current human-annotated affect lexicons, though
automatically induced ones may be larger. However, consider that
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4.3

Count
239
76,427
18,266,053

Comparison with Human Judgments

To ascertain the quality of AffectVec, we compare the intensity
scores that it provides for word–emotion pairs against real-valued
scores stemming from human annotation.
Ground Truth Data. The NRC Affect Intensity lexicon [22] provides intensity scores for the emotions anger, fear, sadness, and
joy, based on annotations by human judges. This lexicon covers
around 1,500 word n-grams for each of the aforementioned emotions, with scores representing the strength of association between
the n-gram and emotion. Since we study word representations, we
remove bigrams, resulting in a total of 5,616 word–emotion pairs
with scores.
Evaluation Metric. Following SemEval 2018: Task 1 [20], we use
the Pearson correlation to evaluate to what extent the various emotion databases correlate with the ground truth human assessments
of emotion intensity.
Baselines. We consider the following sentiment and emotion resources for comparison (see Table 3 for statistics).
SentiWordNet [6] is a sentiment lexicon based on WordNet providing real-valued polarity scores for specific word senses of words.
Since a word can have multiple senses, we calculate the sentiment
score by taking the average of the sentiment scores for all of its
senses listed in SentiWordNet.
DepecheMood [32] is a prominent automatically derived emotion
lexicon that provides eight real-valued scores for each word, corresponding to anger, fear, sadness, joy, amused, annoyed, inspired,
and neutral. Among these, we consider only the first four, as our
ground truth data does not cover the remaining emotions.
DepecheMood++ [4] is an extension of DepecheMood that draws
on more advanced statistical techniques and a larger corpus.
EmoLex [23] is a widely used emotion lexicon obtained using
crowdsourcing. It covers 14k unigrams and their binary association
with eight emotions, as well as positive and negative sentiment.
Pre-trained Word Vectors as well serve as a baseline, following the
discussion in Section 3.2. We consider the cosine similarity of word–
emotion pairs in word2vec trained on the Google News corpus [18],
GloVe [26] trained on Twitter (200-dim.) and CommonCrawl (840B,
300-dim.), as well as the counterfitted vectors by Mrksic et al. [24].
Results. Our principal results are given in Table 4. The first row
shows that there is a positive correlation between sentiment polarity
scores and the ground truth data for a number of emotions, though
most pronounced for joy.
Next, we consider DepecheMood, DepecheMood++, and EmoLex
as prominent emotion lexicons. Surprisingly, one can substantially
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Table 3: Details of datasets
Dataset

Granularity

Size

Values

Categories

SentiWordNet [6]
VADER [15]
NRC VAD dataset [21]
DepecheMood [32]
DepecheMood++ [4]
EmoLex [23]
AffectData [2]
ISEAR [30]
WASSA 2017 Text Emotion Intensity Task [19]

words
words
words
words
words
words
sentences
sentences
tweets

117K
7,500
20K
37K
187K
14K
1,207
7,666
7,102

graded
graded
graded
graded
graded
binary
binary
binary
graded

sentiment polarity
sentiment polarity
valence, arousal, dominance
7 emotions+neutral
7 emotions+neutral
8 emotions+polarity scores
5 emotions
7 emotions
4 emotions

Table 4: Results of comparison with human judgments (Pearson correlation coefficients)
Method

Anger

Fear

Sadness

Joy

Overall

SentiWordNet [6]
DepecheMood [32]
DepecheMood++ [4]
EmoLex [23]
Our Method (word2vec)
Our Method (GloVe Twitter 200-dim.)
Our Method (GloVe CC 840B 300-dim.)
Our Method (Counterfitted Vectors)
Our Method (SentiWN constraints)
Our Method (VADER constraints)
Our Method (NRC valence constraints)

0.164
0.120
0.173
0.009
0.309
0.135
0.343
0.362
0.365
0.434
0.480

0.157
0.094
0.168
0.154
0.232
0.071
0.242
0.293
0.292
0.377
0.524

0.227
0.210
0.308
0.060
0.314
0.377
0.317
0.398
0.427
0.464
0.568

0.404
0.010
0.149
0.048
0.568
0.181
0.531
0.566
0.522
0.642
0.692

0.225
0.110
0.191
0.066
0.334
0.166
0.333
0.390
0.387
0.463
0.551

outperform such state-of-the-art emotion resources by applying
our proposed method of exploiting cosine similarity scores even
with commonly available pre-trained word vectors such as Google’s
word2vec and GloVe and obtain word–emotion scores. The same
technique with counterfitted vectors [24] shows a fairly consistent
improvement across all emotions and the union of emotions.
However, invoking our method of considering cosine similarities
in conjunction with our vector space modification technique yields
the best results, as we obtain substantially higher Pearson correlations with the human ground truth ratings. This is particularly true
with the default setup of using NRC valence constraints, but also
holds true when using the small VADER lexicon for constraints.
Merely the SentiWordNet resource does not seem to provide sufficiently high-quality valence information, perhaps because it was
derived semi-automatically.

4.4

Text-Level Emotion Intensity Prediction

As a downstream task, we consider how our word-level emotion
database helps for text-level emotion intensity prediction. Specifically, we train a deep neural model for tweet emotion intensity
prediction. The model consists of a CNN layer with 64 filters and a
kernel size of 5, a pooling layer of size 4, and an LSTM layer with
100 units. The LSTM layer is finally connected to a dense layer with
mean squared error as loss function to predict the intensity score.
We train the model on the tweet emotion intensity scores provided
for SemEval 2018 [20]. In the dataset, for each of the four target
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emotions, 1,500 to 2,200 sentences are given along with an emotion
intensity rating. We rely on a train–validation–test split ratio of
70%/10%/20%.
The Pearson correlation results are given in Table 5. We compare
providing just regular word vectors (word2vec or GloVe) as an
embedding layer for the model (Reg), against augmented word
vectors, for which we concatenate AffectVec to the regular word
vectors (Reg⊕Aff). We observe that the latter option improves the
results significantly.

4.5

Unsupervised Text Classification

Next, we assess how different emotion databases fare on the task of
unsupervised text classification, considering several affective classification benchmarks. Although most work on emotion classification
is supervised, i.e., it is assumed that one has a large in-domain training dataset that can be used to train a supervised learning model
such as a convolutional neural network, AffectVec allows for unsupervised affective text classification.
Method. For this, we rely on the method from Section 3.4 to obtain a text-level emotion label. In other words, for all words in the
text document, we consult the emotion database to obtain their
respective scores for a given emotion, and compute weighted sums
of such scores over all words in the text. Finally, the emotion with
the highest score is selected as the classification. In case of a tie,
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Table 5: Text-level emotion intensity prediction using regular word vectors (Reg) and after concatenation with AffectVec word
vectors (Reg⊕Aff), evaluated using Pearson Correlation, with relative improvements given in percent
Method
word2vec
GloVe

Anger

Fear

Sadness

Reg

Reg⊕Aff

Reg

Reg⊕Aff

Reg

Reg⊕Aff

Reg

Reg⊕Aff

0.669
0.629

+7%
+9%

0.693
0.617

+8%
+15%

0.682
0.556

+8%
+22%

0.677
0.574

+9%
+19%

0.681
0.593

+7%
+13%

Table 6: Unsupervised text classification accuracy

Unweighted

TF-IDF

DM
DM++
EmoLex
word2vec
GloVe
AffectVec
DM
DM++
EmoLex
word2vec
GloVe
AffectVec

Overall

Reg⊕Aff

an emotion was chosen randomly in our experiments. As preprocessing, we lower-cased all words. Out-of-vocabulary words are
assumed to have an emotion score of 0.
Datasets. We consider several benchmark datasets for this (see
also Table 3).
Affect Data: Alm [2] provides a corpus of about 1,200 sentences
from three story collections, labeled with five emotions.
ISEAR: From a large study of the emotional responses to different situations [30], there is a corpus of around 7,600 sentences
(situations) and the corresponding emotions. This dataset is labelled
with seven emotions.
WASSA Shared Task for Emotion Intensity: Mohammad and BravoMarquez [19] created a dataset of tweets labelled with the strength
of emotional association for four emotions. We convert their intensity scores in [0, 1] to a classification task by considering the
emotion with the highest score as the label if said score is ≥ 0.5.
Tweets not assigned a label are eliminated.
Results. The results in terms of the classification accuracy are
given in Table 6. The random baseline chooses an emotion class entirely randomly. All other results are for our unsupervised method
from Section 3.4, either with uniform word weights λw , or with
TF-IDF weights as λw . We compare different word-level emotion
scores as input to the method, including DepecheMood (DM), DepecheMood++ (DM++), EmoLex, and cosine similarity computed
on different pre-trained word vectors. AffectVec outperforms the
baselines, achieving superior results compared to the state-of-theart emotion databases as well as compared to the cosine similarity
on regular word vectors.

Method
Random

Joy

Reg

Affect Data
0.200
0.401
0.405
0.448
0.331
0.136
0.473
0.395
0.408
0.445
0.400
0.162
0.483

ISEAR
0.143
0.180
0.238
0.255
0.239
0.185
0.283
0.185
0.237
0.261
0.255
0.204
0.313

WASSA
0.250
0.328
0.369
0.514
0.450
0.383
0.510
0.327
0.352
0.496
0.465
0.400
0.522

4.6

Qualitative Analysis

Generalization for out of vocabulary words. AffectVec’s coverage is fairly large compared to previous emotion databases. Still,
there are out-of-vocabulary words. To address these cases, we can
consider the neighbourhood of such words using supplementary
vector similarities and obtain a score via those neighbors. As an
example, the word annihilated has a high association with the
emotion anger, 0.898, in the ground truth. This is not a genuine
out-of-vocabulary word, as AffectVec provides a predicted score
of 0.702. However, if it were an out-of-vocabulary word, we could
still consider top-10 neighbours in some alternative vector space
that includes this word. If we use our modified vectors for this
and average the anger scores for the top ten most similar words to
“annihilated”, we obtain an average of 0.736.
Greater Coverage of Emotions. While previous works on computational emotion analysis mainly focused on four or eight emotions,
AffectVec covers a large number of emotions that in some cases
only slightly differ with respect each other (e.g., wrath, anger, and
fury). However, these words nonetheless appear in rather different
contexts with different connotations. Thus, it can be of value to
provide separate scores for different fine-grained emotions.
In addition, comparing to other distributed representation vectors, AffectVec’s vectors are interpretable on each dimension.

5

CONCLUSION

This work introduces AffectVec, a high-coverage resource for finegrained emotion analysis. AffectVec provides graded assessments of
emotion ties for words showing a greater correlation with human
judgments than previous state-of-the-art resources. Indeed, our
experiments reveal that current lexicons show a surprisingly low
correlation with human-solicited ground truth ratings. In addition,
we show why simple semantic relatedness techniques do not always capture the emotional associations of words. To address this,
we present a sentiment-aware vector space modification technique
that subsequently allows us to induce an emotion database covering a large set of 239 emotions, which is orders of magnitude more
than previous work. Finally, we show how AffectVec can successfully be used for text-level emotion intensity prediction and for
unsupervised affective text classification. AffectVec is available for
download online1 .
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